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Can’t Hide Your Lying Eyes: Material Intensity in Packaging
Of course there is another way to reduce the impact of can openers - eliminate cans! No,
we don’t need to give up the convenience of modern packaging; rather there are
improvements in packaging that make cans obsolete; we can also eliminate wasteful
overuse.
Packaging fulfills three purposes, but is only needed for one. It helps preserve goods
during storage, shipping, and in the consumer's home - fair enough. Packaging also
provides security - often packages are designed larger than preservation requires to make
stealing more awkward. But there are plenty of other means to prevent or reduce theft including a less predatory social atmosphere. Finally packaging is a marketing tool - used
to persuade people to buy goods and services. In a modern U.S. supermarket, the floors
now compete with ceilings for what can hold the most advertising. Dividers used by
customers to separate orders each carry a one line slogan. Conveniently placed at eye
level above the urinals in the men's restrooms you find more paid advertising. Do we
really need to make packaging two to four times the size protection against spoiling and
shipping damage requires, to grab shelf space, and take one last chance to grab the
customer's attention?
Even for preservation, there are huge opportunities to reduce packaging:
Reducing Packaging for Food and Sundries
Packaging Change
Intensity Energy
Reduction Reduction
%
%
In modern aseptic packaging food can be cooked and sterilized in a single batch within an
aseptic chamber, then poured into packages that are also sterile, which are sealed without
ever allowing pathogen exposure. This can allow lower temperature preparation or very
high temperature preparation for a very short period of time; food tastes better and
processing uses less energy. The packages can be cartons or even flexible pouches rather
than cans - using a great deal less material.
Foil wrapped coffee bricks compared to coffee cans86. (Note:
80%
60%
steel cans are currently recycled; coffee bricks are not. But
bricks can be87.)
Aluminum pouches vs. aluminum cans (both equally recyclable) 75%88
50%
89
Milk pouches compared milk bottles (both recyclable)
70%
40%
Cereal pouches vs. cereal boxes90
83%
60%
90
detergent pouches vs. detergent bottles
84%
60%
90
Juice boxes vs. juice bottles
90%
75%
We can reduce packing for furniture, appliances and other non-food items as well, while
providing continued protection. A properly designed single layer of packaging may
provide enough protection to avoid the need for multiple layers. Instead of multi-bubble
back, single large bubbles may be used. In some cases a single inflated inner layer
combined with a rigid outer layer can protect very delicate appliances.
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We also need to consider pre-consumer packaging. Consumer goods, package and all are
usually stored in other packages to protect them during various shipping stages. Like
consumer packages these can often be lightened. But in addition there is a lot of potential
in something difficult at the consumer end - reuse. Quite often a mutually beneficial
agreement between retailer and wholesaler or manufacturer can result in return of
packages, for use in future shipments. Unlike consumers, both parties know precisely
what they stand to save in such arrangements, and the exact cost of additional labor in
making them.
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Business to business packaging examples

Waterstones, a UK book retailer, receives books in reusable tote
boxes returned to its distributor when next shipment arrives91.
Reduction in damaged stock reduces labor costs for both
distributor and Waterstones.
Harman Pro Audio Manufacturing reuses delivery packages to
regular customer by up to seven times. It uses larger multi-packs
holding more transducers per package, and reduced package
weight by a third92. Payback was 12 weeks.
Target required vendors to eliminated inner packaging; so multipack contents are no longer individually wrapped. Saved
packaging and extra labor it spent unwrapping items to hang
them.

Packaging Energy
Reduction Saving
95%
80%

93%

80%

75%

50%

Total packaging can be reduced by at least 75% to 80%, saving 50% to 60% of energy
consumed in making it.
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